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Alternating Trains in Opposite Directions
Sidings on Opposite Ends with Pass-Through
SPRING-RETURN MANUAL TURNOUTS 

Note band on diodes,
they are on opposite ends.
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For additional station 
stops around the loop
see“Justa-Station-Stop”
in the StationMaster
manual.

Program for Simple Reversing  Mode
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Stop Sensors
in parallel

Alternating Trains in Opposite Directions
Sidings on Opposite Ends with Pass-Through
SPRING-RETURN MANUAL TURNOUTS 



Alternating Trains in Opposite Directions
More details...
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Parts Required:
    StationMaster:        Qty 1     4 AMP or 10AMP version.       
    Turnouts:                Qty 2    (Both spring return)
    Track Isolators:       Qty 4
    Magnets:                 Qty 2  (or one per train)
    Sensors:                 Qty 4
    Diodes:                   Qty 2      

Description
---------------------------------------
The Alternating 2 train siding will allow 2 trains to run around the layout in opposite directions. 
One of them will always be in a siding while the other train will be traveling.  Trains will realistically 
decelerate and then creep into the station. 

StationMaster Hookup:

Terminals 8 and 9 are the DECEL sensor inputs and attach to the DECEL
sensor as shown.  (No polarity)  Each sensor is located where 
the deceleration will start. Sensors are wired in parallel.  

Terminals 12 and 13 are the STOP sensor.  Attach these to the STOP sensors 
 in each siding wired in parallel as shown. (No polarity)  The train will stop just 
 past this sensor.

Terminals 1 and 2  attach to the transformer.  Change the train direction on the
transformer if the StationMaster does not light up.

Terminal 3 attaches to RIGHT RAIL which is common ground throughout.

Set the transformer to the desired top speed of the train.

Manually set turnouts as needed so trains enter sidings with correct directions.

Swap polarity of diodes as needed for the directions in the sidings to be
correct.

 

  

OPTIONAL
Add two diodes in 
parallel with bands opposite
between StationMaster
terminal 3 and the right
rail. This will prevent the
slight jerk that occurs  when
the train leaves the siding.
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StationMaster Programming: 

1) Start with a factory reset for all values
2)  Program for “Simple Reverse Mode” and “Creep Stop” 
      a) Turn top speed dial full counter-clockwise.
      b) Turn top speed dial slowly clockwise until the GREEN LED goes on.
      c) Press and hold button #1 for 1 blink and release.
      d) After blinking has stopped press and hold button #1 for 8 blinks.
      d) Turn top speed dial fully clockwise. 
 
 Optional Programming and Hookups:

* Add Multiple laps before stopping.
* Change the Acceleration Rate.
* Change the Pause time at the station.
* Use a fixed 12V DC power supply and use the top speed dial
   to set the top speed of the trains.
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